
 

 

Managers COVID-19 Tools and Reminders 

Managers COVID-19 Responsibilities: 

As managers, we are really asking you to be the point person for your team for any COVID related 
situations or questions.  If there are any COVID-19 related situations or questions that come up 
throughout the year, we ask that you reach out to Jenna Binsfeld, the COVID-19 Sponsor for SCYHA, for 
further assistance.  You will not need to be responsible for answering any questions.  
 
 Jenna Binsfeld: 320-492-4446 / jbinsfeld@parkindustries.com 
 
We are looking to managers and coaches to be advocates for our COVID-19 processes and help us 
support the intent and importance of completing these.    
 

Home Games 

National Hockey Center (NHC): 

• We are allowed to have 2 spectators per skater.  Masks must be worn at all times and social 
distance as able.    

• Each skater and spectator will need to fill out the COVID-19 Assessment form each day for the rink 
they are attending; this is the same as practice. 

• Skaters are allowed to enter the building 15 minutes prior to ice time.  It is good practice to come dressed 
with the exception of skates and helmet. 

• Parents are encouraged to come in at game time in lieu of the 15 minutes before the game while they are 
trying to check in the players first.   

Website for NHC assessment: https://mnscu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1HAgGHJbBzcyDCl 
QR Code for NHC Assessment:  

 

MAC:  

mailto:jbinsfeld@parkindustries.com
https://mnscu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1HAgGHJbBzcyDCl


• They are allowing immediate family members only for each skater.   The MAC is only allowed to 
have 250 people in the facility at a time, so they will be watching the total number of people.  
Masks must be worn at all times and social distance as able.    

• Each skater and spectator will need to fill out the COVID-19 Assessment form each day for the rink 
they are attending; this is the same as practice. 

• Skaters are allowed to enter the building 15 minutes prior to ice time.  It is good practice to come dressed 
with the exception of skates and helmet. 

Website for MAC questionnaire: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VabmoM0DXi2hm8nJSyBqXhW3mutD15TE8Y7YBKa4Els/edit 
QR Code for MAC questionnaire:  

 

 

 

Away Games 

Each district/Arena has their own rules.  Managers should reach out to the other teams 

manager within the week of the scheduled game day to ask about: 

• Any rules for the away rinks/team  

• If there are any COVID-19 waiver/survey forms required to fill out for entrance into the 

rinks 

• Share this information with the parents before the day of the game, or as soon as 

possible. 

 

Lastly, remember that the people working at the rinks are only doing their jobs, so if they ask 

you to pull up your mask/put one on or require you to show a completed form just go with it.  It 

stinks for all of us, but the silver lining is that our kids are being allowed to play a game they 

love and we get to watch! 

 

Thank you for your support and understanding! 

 

LET’S PLAY HOCKEY!!! 
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